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Hayward's Reach is a series of short stories told by the last survivor after an unexpected cataclysm
destroys the birthplace of Pan-Humanity and its attendant species. 

Glendale Mokoto, now as a Scout of the Corvan Empire which rescued the remnants of Pan-humanity, has
time on his hands and uses it to study temporal records in which the entire history of Old Earth is embedded.
Looking though time and space he reminisces about an Earth that no longer exists.

In these tales, Mokoto studies both the past and the future of Pan-Humanity, its allies and enemies, and
learns even in his current state of in-humanity what it really means to be truly human.

Hayward's Reach is divided into four sections:

The Fables of Old Earth: Stories about humans as we might remember them still struggle for survival
against a world which only seems to be under their control; instead a hidden reality is just beyond the sight
of these early humans, a reality which affects the ultimate destiny of the species.

A Time of Troubles: The quest for wealth and power affects the choices of both man and god alike. Dark
pacts are often made in order to satisfy avarice and the innocent are its first victims.

Entering the Penumbra: Tales of the darkest nature; a descent into depravity, deprivation and destruction.
Each tale reinforcing the horror of the last. But even in this time, a single hope always flickers, a voice brave
enough to claim victory, at least some of the time...

The Diaspora of Earth: the final tales of the Human species after the destruction of Earth. Six adventures of
Pan-Humanity's struggles in a hostile universe, more alien than they imagined with creatures whose powers
are only hinted at, capable of altering matter and energy which hint at even recreating the Earth, for a price.
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From reader reviews:

Joseph Wilson:

This book untitled Hayward's Reach to be one of several books in which best seller in this year, honestly,
that is because when you read this guide you can get a lot of benefit on it. You will easily to buy this book in
the book shop or you can order it by way of online. The publisher of this book sells the e-book too. It makes
you quicker to read this book, since you can read this book in your Mobile phone. So there is no reason to
your account to past this publication from your list.

Sandra Spier:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make anyone
to understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information easier to share.
You can find a lot of personal references to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and soon.
You can see that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. Typically the book that
recommended for you is Hayward's Reach this reserve consist a lot of the information in the condition of this
world now. This particular book was represented how can the world has grown up. The vocabulary styles
that writer make usage of to explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some research when
he makes this book. That's why this book ideal all of you.

Natalie Renz:

You can find this Hayward's Reach by look at the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it might to be
your solve problem if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this publication are various. Not only
through written or printed but in addition can you enjoy this book by means of e-book. In the modern era
similar to now, you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose
your own personal ways to get more information about your book. It is most important to arrange yourself to
make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.

Sherri Ellison:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information
coming from a book. Book is created or printed or descriptive from each source this filled update of news. In
this modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for an individual. From media
social just like newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You
can add your understanding by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just
seeking the Hayward's Reach when you desired it?
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